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refinement noun definition pictures pronunciation and May 20 2024 definition of refinement noun in oxford
advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms
and more
refinement definition meaning merriam webster Apr 19 2024 1 the action or process of refining 2 the quality
or state of being refined cultivation 3 a a refined feature or method b a highly refined distinction subtlety c a
contrivance or device intended to improve or perfect synonyms advancement breakthrough enhancement
improvement see all synonyms antonyms in thesaurus
refinement english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 18 2024 refinement definition 1 the process of making
a substance pure 2 a small change that improves something 3 a learn more
refinement definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 17 2024 refinement meaning 1 the process of
making a substance pure 2 a small change that improves something 3 a learn more
refinement definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 16 2024 with refinement things and people become
more acceptable the sugar s refinement makes it appropriate to serve at a fancy party and your refinement makes
you a perfect guest there definitions of refinement noun the result of improving something he described a
refinement of this technique
refinement meaning of refinement in longman dictionary of Dec 15 2023 refinement from longman
dictionary of contemporary english re fine ment rɪˈfaɪnmənt awl noun 1 countable an improvement usually a small
one to something the new model has a number of refinements 2 countable something which is an improved version
of an existing product system etc refinement of the new theory is a refinement
refinement definition meaning dictionary com Nov 14 2023 refinement definition fineness or elegance of feeling
taste manners language etc see examples of refinement used in a sentence
refinement synonyms 173 similar and merriam webster Oct 13 2023 synonyms for refinement improvement
advance advancement enhancement development breakthrough innovation discovery antonyms of refinement
breakdown setback reduction collapse crash decrease impediment hindrance
refinement definition cambridge learner s dictionary Sep 12 2023 refinement meaning 1 a small change that
improves something 2 polite behaviour and knowledge of social rules 3 learn more
refinement n meanings etymology and more oxford english Aug 11 2023 what does the noun refinement mean
there are 11 meanings listed in oed s entry for the noun refinement one of which is labelled obsolete see meaning
use for definitions usage and quotation evidence
refinement definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jul 10 2023 1 variable noun refinements are
small changes or additions that you make to something in order to improve it refinement is the process of making
refinements older cars inevitably lack the latest safety refinements development and refinement of the game 2
uncountable noun
refinement wordreference com dictionary of english Jun 09 2023 the quality or state of being refined uncountable
the refinement of oil an improved form of something countable the new theory is a refinement of an earlier one
countable a detail or device added to improve something
refinement definition of refinement by the free dictionary May 08 2023 n 1 fineness or elegance of feeling
taste manners language etc 2 an instance of this 3 the act or process of refining 4 the quality or state of being
refined 5 a subtle point or distinction 6 an improved form of something 7 a detail or device added to improve
something 1605 15
refinement noun definition pictures pronunciation and Apr 07 2023 countable refinement of something a
thing that is an improvement on an earlier similar thing the new plan is a refinement of the one before uncountable
the process of improving something or of making something pure the refinement of industrial techniques the
refinement of uranium
66 synonyms antonyms for refinement thesaurus com Mar 06 2023 find 66 different ways to say refinement
along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
how to use refinement in a sentence unpacking the word Feb 05 2023 as a noun refinement refers to the process of
making improvements or enhancements to something it can also denote the quality of being well mannered or
cultured on the other hand as a verb refinement describes the act of improving or purifying something
refinement etymology of refinement by etymonline Jan 04 2023 refinement is properly most negative
representing a freeing from what is gross coarse rude and the like or a bringing of one out of a similar condition in
which he is supposed to have been at the start
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refinement the mise en place of great scrum teams Dec 03 2022 the purpose of refinement product backlog
refinement exists first and foremost to break down large chunks of work into smaller chunks of work as with
everything in the scrum framework this
refinement 意味 cambridge 英語辞書での定義 Nov 02 2022 the process of making a substance pure the refinement of raw
opium yields other drugs such as morphine c or u a small change that improves something these refinements have
increased the machine s accuracy by 25 percent clearly the hypothesis does need some refinement in the light of
these surprising results
refinement in japanese cambridge dictionary Oct 01 2022 refinement translate 改善 改良 教養 洗練 上品 純化 精製 learn more in
the cambridge english japanese dictionary
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